From the moment Aurora is introduced into Don Juan her stillness disconcerts not just the household and guests at Norman Abbey, but her creator himself. Byron had conjured a character who is the summation of the tangible in his art as well as the intangible in his life, but his virtuosic performance in Cantos XV and XVI cannot quite disguise that he does not know what to do with her-and she ends up blocking him and his poem. Why, exactly? Further, three allusive lines within the text suggest that the fictional Aurora had a real-life referent in Byron's past: who was she? This article outlines answers to both questions and points to the ghost in Byron's psyche-his need for redemption.
'[…] silent too, as space'
The liminal enigmatic presence of Aurora Raby is first described by Byron in a letter written on 26 September 1814, nine years before she actually percolated through to his creative consciousness. He wrote, ' [t] here was a simplicity-an innocence-a beauty in your deportment & appearance which although you hardly spoke-told me I was in company with no common being', which touchingly sincere line was in fact addressed to Annabella, his future wife. 1 These shared traits (albeit between a real young woman and a fictional girl) emphasised the apartness from the respective worlds of Regency London and Norman Abbey and this struck a profound resonance in Byron. Annabella is 'a very superior woman' 2 while Aurora is 'Of the best class and better than her class' (DJ, XV, 43); but Byron appears puzzled by the enigmatic quietude each radiates, in Annabella's case writing that she is 'the most silent woman I ever encountered-which perplexes me extremely' 3 and of Aurora that she has a depth of feeling that is 'silent too, as space' (DJ, XVI, 48). Previously she had been 'Silent, lone, / As grows a flower' (XV, 47), a silence which causes an envious and jealous Lady Adeline Amundeville-though Byron denies the epithets (XV, 54)-to dismiss Aurora as 'prim' and 'cold' (XV, 49). The first of these attributes is interesting, given that Byron felt challenged by Annabella's primness during their courtship and enraged by it in their marriage, so that although Adeline's barb offers a view of the girl different from Byron's, some kind of resonance is detectable. After Aurora's emotionally sustained and insistent presentation, Adeline's counter view comes like a slap, so that we have the impression that the girl possesses an independent life of her own to which Byron has only a limited, if privileged access. Is Adeline right, perhaps? 4 Byron seems to have stepped aside here, allowing us another's viewpoint; he does so again at Canto XV, stanzas 77-78, appraising Aurora's deportment at dinner. When we ourselves step away from the narrative our own perplexity increases; we ask, what possessed Byron to invest a girl whom even a usually unsympathetic T. S. Eliot characterised as a 'remarkable personage […] the most serious character of his invention' with outward attributes matching those of a woman he had all but grown to hate? 5 It will turn out that Annabella is less germane to the argument than she appears: but she nicely points the way, and we will return to her.
'A rose with all the sweetest leaves yet folded'
Although Aurora Raby's introduction has a lengthy genesis, when she finally makes her bow as late as Canto XV at stanza 43 (Norman Abbey itself is introduced back at XIII, 55) Byron is entranced by her, and stammers. In this and the stanza that follows he tries to fix her over and over, so the effect is prismatic; he sounds sincere, so that it is not a question of protesting too much, but rather as if he has difficulty in getting her down, both metaphorically and on paper. In an almost unbroken stream of stanzas running from 43 to 58, her persona and its attributes are presented over and over. Aurora is 'fair' 6 a 'beauty', a 'lovely being', 'a beauteous ripple', though physically immature for her sixteen years-'infantine in figure' . We have to wait until stanza 31 of the following canto for the most important detail to learn that, like many a Byronic heroine before her, Aurora possesses 'large dark eyes'; previously we had only been told that they 'sadly shone, as seraphs' shine' (DJ, XV, 45). Not until the end of Canto XVI do we get to her smile-which Byron spreads over two stanzas-as well as her colouring.
Eyes are important to Byron: throughout his creative and personal life he consistently remarks them. In Don Juan alone, many instances abound: in Julia's long introduction we learn that her eye is, like Leila's, 'oriental' (I, 56) and a little farther on Byron in his own voice confesses that he is 'very fond of handsome eyes' (I, 60), devoting the rest of the stanza to discussing Julia's. Haidee's were 'as black as death' and 'of downcast length' (II, 117). Gulbeyaz owns a 'Paphian pair / Of eyes' (V, 96) which 'flashed always fire ' (V, 134). Katinka has 'great blue eyes'-clearly not oriental' (VI, 41)-but Adeline 's, significantly perhaps, are not mentioned until Aurora's later introduction, when they are oddly described as 'transcendent'. The 'laughing blue eyes' (XVI, 100) are ambiguous, and could be taken to refer to either Adeline's or her frolic Grace Fitz-Fulke. Even the unfortunate country girl's brief appearance in Canto XVI, stanza 61 refers to her 'black, bright, downcast yet espiègle' eye. To a poet who noticeably had his left eye larger than his right, eyes matter.
However, the physical is far from all that Byron has to say about the new object of his fascination; he is actually more interested in Aurora's presence before others, and even more so before the 'Other', sub specie aeternitatis. In company Aurora is variously described as a 'young star who shone / O'er life', 'A rose with all its sweetest leaves yet folded' (XV, 43), drawing 'homage ' in which there is 'awe' (XV, 47); she displays a 'pure and placid mien' (XVI, 105), is 'radiant and grave', and 'mournful' (XV, 45). In her most famous description, She looked as if she sat by Eden's door And grieved for those who could return no more. (XV, 45) 7 Byron starts to consider her sub specie aeternitatis, the nexus of his deepest engagement with her, going on to call attention to her 'aspect beyond time', remarking that she is possessed of a spirit which seemed as seated on a throne Apart from the surrounding world and strong In its own strength, most strange in one so young. (XV, 47) Our imaginations are tugged back to the genius of Norman Abbey, the statue of the Virgin Mary, keeping watch over her lost demesne-spiritual and actual-the detail of which has been unpacked with compelling mastery by Bernard Beatty.
8 I will only add here that, for the first and last time in his creative life, Byron has drawn a major character whose concern is with being, not doing, and that this is what links her so profoundly to the image of the mother of God.
'Coldness or self-possession'
Don Juan is a poem of multiple registers filtered through an active or a passive authorial presence; Byron winks in and out of his poem with ease, not uncommonly accompanied by disingenuous protestations of treading water, unsure of the direction in which to swim. It is his finest trope and we enjoy it, but it does not undermine our trust in Byron as our guide, as we never buy into the trope per se. Much water lies between a performer improvising the moment, declaring to his audience that he is unsure of where to go next, and one who actually falls silent. Byron does fall silent eventually in Don Juan, though not, I think from the twin interventions of Greece and death; but more of that anon. In the major events of the poem, two only show the poet jettisoning his persona(e): the sack of Ismail, where his anger blazes, and at the revelation-for that is what it is-of Aurora Raby. But these events are not of like kind. Byron's description of the brutality at Ismail is fuelled by diverse catalysts, among them a book that angered him as well as a quantity of grief and guilt over his daughter's death; 9 his register during the sack of Ismail becomes as omniscient and thunderous as Jove's. The introduction of Aurora is quite other: there is a surface feel of authority of course, but it is a paper tiger. Byron takes run after run at her, but can only describe, not deconstruct, defeated by two things: Aurora's liminal quality (comprising her Catholic spirituality, some-thing of which he has clear understanding, and her embodiment of something Other, which he does not) and her origins, which are occluded from his vision. No character of his invention is less likely to have had an authorial footnote appended about her than Aurora Raby.
Saving her presence, the entire cast of Don Juan, from the smallest walk-on part to the central protagonist himself, are, like their creator, concerned with doing rather than being; they live in the world and are of the world, and each is claimed by the petty or grand business of life. This is why (in part, at least) Aurora, whose private concerns are with being and not doing-and coming as she does at the end of a very long poemappears as a surprise to even the casual reader, for nothing that has come before has prepared us for her or her like. As I have tried to show above, Byron is surprised by her too. It is interesting to chart his reactions to her.
First, as noted above, he steps outside the narrative, allowing us a brief glimpse of how Adeline views the girl: she is 'a baby', 'prim, silent, cold' (XV, 49), a view she modifies watching her respond to Don Juan at dinner, fearing she might 'thaw to a coquette' (XV, 81). Next, Byron's poetic lens turns on Don Juan himself, who, until Aurora began to talk to him, had taken her silence personally, feeling 'Like a good ship entangled among ice ' (XV, 77). At this point our hero is blind to any sense of the numinous within her, wondering only,
The devil was in the girl! Could it be pride Or Modesty or absence or inanity? (XV, 78) After this Byron himself steps back in, briefly revealing his restricted view of his own creation: is her indifference to the airs of Adeline and Juan's looks and fame, he wonders, the result of 'coldness or her self-possession' (XV, 57)? He seems momentarily to have forgotten that silence is what one might expect from a girl of whom he had just remarked (at stanza 47), She gazed upon a world she scarcely knew, As seeking not to know it. Silent, lone, As grows a flower, thus quietly she grew And kept her heart serene within its zone.
It is in the following stanza (58) where we are able to pick up the thread of his thought. In a comparison that he pronounces 'sublime' at stanza 59, Byron contrasts Aurora with Haidee, one of two girls Don Juan has so far loved. There is a masterly holistic discussion of this by Bernard Beatty so I shall limit myself here just to remarking upon the oddness of Byron's reaching backwards for a comparison of types, rather than around; 10 after all, he has Adeline to hand who is quite as 'high' as her young guest (to quote her epithet from stanza 58) and who would make as interesting a comparison, given that she is one of 'the three Graces', as Beatty has aptly characterised them.
11 That Norman Abbey's chatelaine, who is more discussed than anyone else in the English cantos, is not chosen for the contrast is an indication that Byron may have here changed his mind about an eventual dalliance between her and Don Juan, and by reaching back to Haidee instead, he can remove Adeline as a candidate for a bipolar opposition between her and Aurora and thus avoid provoking expectations in the reader that he no longer intends to realise. Eros seems trumped at this point: Haidee is dead and Adeline will control her passions. The god himself however will re-enter with the last of the three Graces-playing ghost.
'The difference […] between a flower and gem'
When Byron's disenchantment with Napoleon became complete, something deep within him went into abeyance and was not resurrected until he conjured up Aurora Raby. That 'something' we may call a sense for supra-reality-myth or mythmaking is too limiting-and we see it in the Byronic Napoleon, who was much more of a projection of the poet's own self-image and fantasies than the realistic political figure recognised by his friend Hobhouse. 12 Something though of that sense of supra-reality is recovered in The Island where Nature, personified by Neuha, forms a loose trinity with nebulous myth and religious vocabulary; but Neuha is too light, too knowingly constructed, to dredge up from the depths what Byron has lost. True, she first saves Torquil's life and then redeems him through the medium of a love fired in the crucible of the cave-a supra-real space of numinous excess-but this proves to be no more (though no less) than an avatar of redemption for a young man who is but an avatar for Byron himself. It is a redemption at once too removed from reality and too easily won; what is wanted is redemption for a truly fallen man found in the drawing-rooms of Norman Abbey. Enter Aurora.
Haidee then is the referent of Byron's actual comparison, not Adeline. The reasons for that choice are twofold, I believe: first-trivially-the differences between Aurora and her host are manifold, too obvious and can lead nowhere, and Byron does not like being obvious; second-and profoundly-the connections between Haidee and the girl Neuha, whom Byron had been writing about only weeks before, which are equally manifold and obvious, do lead somewhere, to the gaze and presence of Aurora and the resurrection of a transformed (and potentially transformative) supra-reality. Thus we approach Aurora from Nature 's blindside, its numinous element, and it is this that Byron will attempt to grasp in his realisation of her.
In the comparison between Haidée and Aurora we are struck by this:
The difference in them Was such as lies between a flower and gem. (XV, 58) The syntax of the whole stanza provides no wriggle room: Haidee is the flower and Aurora the gem, from which we are to infer such things as Nature's live blossoming and blooming contrasted with radiance, translucence and iridescence; yet this traditional reading seems incoherent when we recall that it is Aurora who has just been described a few stanzas back as 'a rose ' and then compared to 'a flower'. Which is she then-a flower or a gem? And why should it matter? A fair few scholarly knots have been tied around this one. Bernard Beatty indicates their range in a pregnant note to Byron's Don Juan, 13 but here he still ascribes the flower to Haidee and the gem to Aurora. In his later discussion in the essay 'Fiction's Limit and Eden's Door' in Byron and the Limits of Fiction his view appears qualified: Aurora's flower-like quality is acknowledged, but she also possesses the 'indestructible radiance' of the gem. 14 Does Aurora comprise both then, despite Byron's definitive statement? Or are we to infer that a gem is a perfected end product of Nature in a way that a transient flower can never be? 15 Perhaps so, for Byron; for where there is talk of gems and emotional engagement the lost figure of John Edleston is never far behind. Edleston, to whom Byron was passionately devoted in their youth, gifted a heart-shaped cornelian to the young poet as a present which Byron recorded in a poem, also composing a short sequence of what are called the Thyrza poems after the young man's untimely death from consumption in 1811. A line from one of them in 'Away, Away, ye Notes of Woe' describing the boy runs, 'A star that trembled o'er the deep'; it is echoed in his description of Aurora: 'a young star who shone / O'er life ' (XV, 43).
The dichotomy between flowers and gems remains, however. There are, I believe, two ways of showing the fly the way out of the bottle. The first is to point to a particular quality possessed by flowers and gems: fragility. Flowers wither rapidly; they can be plucked and crushed, even by a child, but gems are the product of aeons of evolution; they are hard and virtually indestructible by all but the most determined. If this fragility may be taken as a metaphor for spiritual strength, then this would fit. The second is to argue that the incoherence actually mirrors Byron's grasping for a hold on Aurora, his inability to see her clearly and to see her whole. This fits too; but I am unsure, and would not want to press either point. Finally, it is perhaps worth recalling Byron's ascription of the nigh magical and spiritual properties inherent in a jewel in its apostrophe in Werner: 
'Likeness goes a great way with me'
For reasons which I think were largely hidden from him, a particular impulse in Byron's creative unconscious stirred Aurora's radiance into life and I want to argue that moment can be exactly pinpointed in the text. To do so Aurora's particularity and the suggestive generality of the displaced Catholic aura of Norman Abbey (emanating from the statue of the Virgin Mother at XIII, 61) must be carefully distinguished; indeed, Aurora qua Aurora is not set to make her bow for another two cantos. Byron is feeling his way. But how does he get from the Mother of God to a 'certain fair and fairy one' (XV, 43)? The answer is contained in the opening to stanza 40 of Canto XIV.
In the two previous stanzas Byron has been rather going to town on Don Juan's apparently superlative dancing skills, comparing him to 'a gentleman', 'swift Camilla' and 'a personified bolero'; but then at the start of stanza 40 we get this:
Or like a flying Hour before Aurora In Guido's famous fresco, which alone Is worth a tour to Rome […].
This suggestive appearance of the name 'Aurora' does not indicate any narrative coalescence, just synchronicity of art and life; but mention of Guido Reni's fresco does. 16 Byron first saw it sometime between 17 April and 28 May 1817 and was clearly impressed by it; but probably more so by a certain resemblance of Aurora's face to one that had a very particular resonance for him, one which I believe must have reminded him of one of the most carefree (and forever lost) periods of his life. The fresco depicts Aurora Bringing Forth the New Day. Aurora's face is angled, staring over her right shoulder, gazing with calm but rapt intensity at the figures of Apollo and his retinue behind her; her striking eyes are large, dark and draw the viewer in, with their whites markedly discernible. (We recall Byron's remarking that he was 'very fond of handsome eyes'.) Dark hair forms a kind of wind-blown crown and appears tied at the back, making it appear short; in her right hand she carries a wreath of flowers. But this also describes the face of a young girl who had been close to Byron's heart, Lady Charlotte Harley, his 'Ianthe', his 'Hebe ', his 'young Peri of the West', his 'matchless lily' ('To Ianthe '), and-most significantly-whose portrait he had commissioned from the painter Richard Westall four years before. Westall's canvas Lady Charlotte Harley as Hebe is revealing: we see an androgynous child with large liquid dark eyes and whites, seemingly boyish short hair (swept up and tied at the back), her face also looking over her right shoulder in an attitude not dissimilar to Aurora's in the fresco. Charlotte carries no flowers-but there are some at her feet.
From the moment Byron repudiates in XIII, 41 the association with Manichean thought (which had accrued to him since the outcry against Cain) there is a discernible trajectory toward the numinous. He moves with speed from idea to idea: a mere twenty stanzas after that repudiation the statue of the Virgin representing the genius of Norman Abbey appears; then, within days, he is writing of the Guido fresco and Aurora herself. The whole timeframe of two cantos' worth (i.e., XIII, 41 to XV, 43) comprises just a month, reinforcing the sense of drive: the compositional gap alone between Canto XI (finished 17 October 1822) and Canto XII (finished 7 December) is much longer. The drive is mirrored in Byron's swerve: XIII, 41 marks a change in the direction of his thought and the image of Aurora's bringing forth a 'New Day' becomes its metaphysical counterpart; and this is where we can place Charlotte Harley. Be she only a memory of the heart, she is the bridge to Aurora Raby.
'A matchless lily'
Back in 1812 during the summer ball season, Byron found himself being considered by the lubricious Jane Elizabeth Scott, Countess of Oxford, and was subsequently taken up by her in the autumn. This interesting woman would, in many respects, had she been but two years older, have made an ideal mother for Byron: certainly she was more in tune with his nature and instincts than the one that nature had provided. Married to the urbane Edward Harley, fifth Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, extremely well educated, beautiful and with a genuine passion for radical politics and popular causes, she flouted convention with a nonchalance that Byron aped in his own life but could not always bring off. As to her many children, 17 few have put it with more discreet elegance than Marchand: she acquired, in his words, 'as a by-product of her amours a family of beautiful children of uncertain paternity who were commonly referred to as the Harleian Miscellany.' 18 According to a letter he sent to his friend and confidante Lady Melbourne on 19 April 1813, it was a miscellany which Byron himself feared he might have added to; but it seems it was a false alarm. However his interest had not been confined to Her Ladyship alone.
When Lady Oxford first invited Byron to stay at Eywood with her and her family it proved to be something of a haven from the sandstorm of Caroline Lamb who was then blowing across the exposed terrain of his life: with a ready-made family of the most agreeable nature-and the even more agreeable absence of the most compliant of husbands-Byron was in clover, enjoying the pleasant state of adoration without responsibility. And what he was enjoying most all was not so much Her Ladyship, but a close affectionate connection with one of her daughters, the eleven-year-old Lady Charlotte Harley. From Westall's portrait it is not difficult to see what so excited Byron's sensibilities: beauty in the young, both male and female rarely failed to arouse him and in Charlotte he had something of the suggestion of both sexes.
There seems to have been nothing furtive in this man/child relationship: Byron openly gave Charlotte valuable rings, frolicked with her and the other children in the lake and woods of Eywood-a Shakespearean 'green world', perhaps?-and in the spring of the following year his feelings for her were still strong enough for him to write to Lady Melbourne, 'Charlotte Harley whom I should love forever if she could always be only eleven years old-& whom I shall probably marry when she is old enough & bad enough to be made into a modern wife.' 19 Byron often dresses his most serious thoughts in flippancy so we should not weigh his emotions against his tone and dismiss them here. In the same letter he records giving Charlotte some rings and seventeen days later, in another letter to Her Ladyship he says, 'I am very busy educating my future wife.' By 18 December he had gone farther by preparing covertly to put the child out into the public arena in the seventh edition of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, by adding five carefully weighed but emotionally charged verses as a dedication to 'Ianthe '. This is a puzzling alias to ascribe to the girl, as neither 'Ianthe' of the two very different Greek legends associated with a female of that name seems to have any conceivable connection with what Charlotte represented in Byron's life; though as the name in Greek means a 'violet or purple flower', this may just be a reference to the bluish flowers at Charlotte's feet in Westall's portrait. I suspect that Byron wanted to maintain the Greek connection established by the name Hebe in the portrait and chose the deliberately obscure Ianthe as a substitute for it to avoid titillating speculation, perhaps subliminally influenced by Walter Savage Landor's many Ianthe poems dedicated to Jane Sophia Scott in Landor's 1806 edition of Simonides. Marchand, delicately discreet as ever, says of the dedication, '[h]is tribute to the child exceeded in warmth of idealization anything he ever wrote of her mother.' 20 Not content with this, Charlotte is also the 'Young Peri of the West!' in the stanzas. The term 'Peri' comes from the classical Persian and as Byron understood it this carried the idea of a potential redeemer. 21 Only in the penultimate stanza of the dedication do we sense a more personal description where Charlotte is now a 'matchless lily'. We can perhaps here detect a change over the passage of eight months: the girl for whom the clock of innocence had been ticking-'I am very busy educating my future wife'
22
-has now become idealised, a fairy creature who, although she will still one day grow older and break others' hearts (as the stanzas remind us) has nevertheless become frozen in his imagination as the idealised potential of what he feels he may never now possess. In these fuzzy stanzas Byron (pace whatever he thinks he is doing) is bidding farewell to Charlotte 's embodying the idea of redemptive innocence-but which idea he will return to with the creation of the prismatic Aurora Raby.
Redemption
As far as the Charlotte of flesh and blood is concerned, we cannot know what went into the mix of her relationship with Byron; little sister-idealised innocence-incipient concupiscence-unfulfilled childhood longings for friendship on the poet's side-the play of sublimated sexual potential-all might have obtained between the child and the man from hour to hour. Less complicated was his attitude to Charlotte's older sister, Lady Jane Elizabeth Harley, whom Byron made some kind of move upon, outraging her mother; 23 this was perhaps the first step in the slow disentanglement of his association with the Oxfords. It is a striking resonance: Byron momentarily seems to be playing her frolic Grace Fitz-Fulke to Lady Jane's Donny Johnny and Charlotte's Aurora. On leaving the Oxford's sphere, Charlotte's significance becomes mobile and filtered, resulting in the 'Ianthe ' stanzas in Childe Harold. By then, as I have suggested, Charlotte embodied the idea of a redemptive innocence which was to become transposed through the medium of Aurora Raby.
The concept of 'redemption' here has slowly become the nexus of interest; but we will get into a muddle if we do not distinguish between saving and redeeming. Saving is a practical act which entails an humanitarian purpose, but there it stops, whereas the heavier term redemption necessarily entails saving, but carries with it a payload of elements such as atonement for guilt, a reinstatement to favour, the action of saving someone from perceived sin or error or evil. Byron was very good at saving-he did it all his life-and for him it was synonymous with rescuing. What we cannot know is how far he equated those acts of rescue with a kind of spiritual currency that might one day reduce his redemptive debt; certainly I find at the end of his story a kind of last-shot-in-the-locker feeling about his removal to Greece, the greatest rescue he ever attempted. For Byron, redemption is Janus-faced; it is the ghost within his psyche. A generalisation, of course-but as an explanation it is effective in accounting for many of his seemingly puzzling or inexplicable actions. Had he lived another nineteen years to see Wagner's Der Fliegende Hollander (1843), though unlikely to have admired such overtly romantic music, he would have found beyond doubt the libretto and its subject matter captivating.
Termini
Aurora is the unintended endpoint of Don Juan, though whether she was the intended endpoint of Don Juan cannot now be said. Could Byron seriously have written of a Don Juan married to a young girl, some of whose qualities had to have reminded him of his own miserable debacle with Annabella? Granted his wife brought only detested mathematics to complete her picture whereas Aurora brings a numinous spiritual quality that goes beyond words-Byron's, at any rate-but a delight in spiritual abstraction is notably absent from Don Juan's two previous amours, so the likelihood appears remote. Whatever Byron's intentions were when he embarked upon the English cantos, from the moment Aurora is introduced her stillness disconcerts not just the household and guests at Norman Abbey, but her creator himself. Byron had conjured a character who is the summation of the tangible in his art as well as the intangible in his life, but his virtuosic performance in Cantos XV and XVI cannot quite disguise that he does not know what to do with her-and she ends up blocking him and his poem.
So Don Juan just stops after the fourteenth stanza of Canto XVII. It had opened with deflection, in a discussion about orphans without reference to Aurora at all-who is of course The Orphan in the story-then digressed for a few stanzas in the usual manner, followed by the last two in the poem that Byron ever spoke in his own voice; but he could not make it stick and he returns us abruptly to the breakfast table, where the poem freezes. The implication of the final stanzas is that Don Juan and her frolic Grace cannot face one another after whatever happened in the night; on my reading Byron cannot face Aurora Raby about what will happen in the day.
And so Don Juan stops, ensconced. Conventional biography strews paper over the cracks: Byron writes little else in the last eleven months of his life because he is busy with the Blessingtons (who stayed nearby from 1 April till 1 June), preparing for Greece, sailing there and then dealing with Greeks et al before falling ill and dying in April 1824. But Byron worked by night most often, so that daytime activities did not necessarily curtail moonlight creation; even in his busiest periods he had always managed to relieve his mind by 'scribbling'; indeed in July of 1823 he is still adding to the unfinished The Deformed Transformed a full two months after he had put aside Canto XVII of Don Juan. 24 That he took the manuscript of Canto XVII to Greece with him is only evidence that he did not regard its ensconcement as irrevocable; that he added not a line to it while writing other things is evidence that it was. Eros had made a play for Don Juan just before the poem stops-together with Thanatos the default position to initiate change and movement-but how much more miserably in life had Eros claimed Byron for his own, as the poet and would-be adventurer fell into unrequited love with a nondescript indifferent boy, Loukas Chalandritsanos, while Thanatos drew near the fetid swamps of Missolonghi! Aurora Raby, who 'kept her heart serene within its zone ' and appeared 'Radiant and grave, as pitying man's decline' was as far from her creator as she could be at this point and he, poor man, died sans hope, sans love, sans everything.
Missolonghi with him, and certainly derived his use of the term from it. Beckford, who in turn almost certainly took the idea of a peri (a type of mortal spirit-fairy) from A Dissertation on the Languages, Literatures and Manners of Eastern Nations (1777)-he was known to have a copy-which describes peris as formed from fire and comprising a curious mixture of the human and the supernatural, mixing the emotions of humankind with supernatural powers. The peri Homaiouna in Vathek falls in love with the charming but villainous Barkiarokh, who wanders through life committing a series of villainous crimes which culminate in an attempt to seduce his own twelve-year-old daughter. Homaiouna's role is that of an attempting redeeming angel. 
